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Abstract
We present a case of a vitamin A deficient woman who, presented to our clinic with secondary infertility to
emphasize the importance of a good history and a multidisciplinary input in the management. This is a rare case of
established vitamin A deficiency related to secondary infertility. Secondary infertility was quickly solved (30-45 days)
after restoration of Vitamin A levels and the woman managed to get pregnant. It also illustrates that, though highly
teratogenic, pregnancies on vita A replacement can be normal. Important fact here is that she was being replaced
with vitamin A that her body was deficient in rather than supplementing leading to overdose of vitamin A (as in cases
of treatment for Acne etc). Therefore, it may mean that for cases of vitamin A deficient women, termination should
not be considered, as replacing normal vitamin A levels does not necessarily lead to hypervitaminosis and therefore
increased chances of congenital malformations.
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Case Report

Abbreviations

A 28-year old lady, presented in the ophthalmologic department of
our hospital, with punctuate staining in the cornea. During evaluation
of her opthalmological findings, she was found to suffer from Vitamin
B12 and Vitamin A deficiency, attributed to gastrointestinal
malabsorption. Therefore, she had been given Vit A supplementation
(intramuscular injection of 100000 IU).

VAD: vitamin A deficiency

Introduction
It has been over 100 years since essential micronutrient vitamin A
was firstly described. Excessive or reduced vitamin A (also known as
retinol) is frequent in humans [1-3]. It has long been known that
vitamin A is required in rats and mice for testicular functions [1-6]. In
the females the data is limited but it seems that placental development
ovarian germ cells’ normal meiotic prophase and entrance of germ
cells into first meiotic division are affected by vitamin A [5,7-16].
Moreover, vitamin A and the other members of the retinoids family
(bexarotene, isotretinoin, etretinate, tretinoin, etc.) have been studied
for their possibly teratogenic actions during embryogenesis. Several
reports of prenatal supplementation have associated high vitamin A
dosage with congenital anomalies but the only prospective study,
which examined women receiving daily from 10000 to 300000 IU of
vitamin A did not draw any definitive conclusion [17]. However,
commonest malformations attributed to retinoids involve
malformations in the cranial area, central nervous system, heart and
thymus gland. Although vitamin A deficiency affects reproductive
functions, there are no reported cases in the literature to suggest
management of cases with vitamin A deficiency and infertility. We
present a case of a vitamin A deficient woman who, presented to our
clinic with secondary infertility to emphasize the importance of a good
history and a multidisciplinary input in the management.
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She attended infertility clinic with, secondary infertility para 2+0
(two vaginal deliveries, 2006 and 2008), of a duration of 48 months.
Her menstrual periods were regular and mid luteal progesterone
suggested ovulation. Transvaginal ultrasound revealed a polycystic
appearance of her ovaries. (Antral Follicle Count was 40 in total for
both ovaries) Her BMI was 19. As per protocol for fertility
investigations, tubal testing was organized and she was booked for
laparoscopy, due to previous history of chlamydial infection, which
was treated.
Due to confidentiality of infertility treatment, case notes in
infertility clinic were separate. Hence clinicians treating the patient in
fertility clinic were not aware of her treatment with vitamin A and
vice-versa.
Laparoscopy could not be done on the day as she has had an
unprotected intercourse. Two weeks later, we received information
from an ophthalmology colleague, to let us know that this patient is
pregnant, worried about the health of the baby and the possibilities of
congenital anomalies since she was on vitamin A.
Advice was sought from obstetrician consultants, who suggested
waiting and seeing, as this was not an indication for termination of
pregnancy (TOP). Vitamin A levels were checked– they were within
normal range. It was advised that she continues with the pregnancy. A
dating scan followed by detailed USG was done which revealed no
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congenital anomaly. Patient is now in the 28th week of an
uncomplicated, so far, pregnancy. Detailed anomaly scan has not
revealed any problems.

Discussion
Vitamin A deficiency and infertility is a rarely found pathologic
entity, especially in the industrialized world. We present a rare case of
established vitamin A deficiency related to secondary infertility.
Secondary infertility was quickly solved (30-45 days) after restoration
of Vitamin A levels and the woman managed to get pregnant.
It also illustrates that, though potentially teratogenic, pregnancies
on vitamin A replacement can be normal. Important fact here is that
she was being replaced with vitamin A that her body was deficient in
rather than supplementing leading to overdose of vitamin A. One
weakness of our study is that we cannot clearly demonstrate that lack
of Vitamin A was the true cause of the secondary infertility presented.
Moreover, we cannot clarify if lack of Vitamin A alone, or in coefficiency with lack of Vitamin B12, also demonstrated. The nature of
fertility mechanism is complex and does not facilitate clear
demonstration in our case. Despite that, the fact that supplementation
of Vitamin A lead to quickly achieved pregnancy, shows that ,at least,
Vitamin A plays an important role in accomplishing pregnancy either
alone or in co-action with other nutritional elements.
A further weakness is that Vitamin A levels before previous
spontaneous conceptions were not available, in order to check if they
were within normal values then. However, vitamin A levels, two weeks
after conception (at positive pregnancy test) were within normal
range.
In the past several studies in rats and mice reporting Vitamin A
deficiency and defective male spermatogenesis, secretion of
testosterone, degeneration of meiotic germ cells abnormal testicular
functions have been published [1-5,18]. Interestingly, these can be
compensated for by dietary vitamin A supplementation or injection of
high doses of retinoic acid, the active metabolite of vitamin A
[6,7,19,20].
Fewer studies examined female reproductive system. Warkany and
Schraffenberger showed that limited amounts of provitamin A
carotenoid given to VAD female rats prior mating – causing therefore
a less severe maternal A deficiency- facilitate both fertilization and
implantation, though embryonic death during gestation is a frequent
finding [21]. When given in adequate amounts, normal reproduction
and embryonic development occur [19]. When vitamin A deficiency
(VAD) is imposed prior to mating, the most significant finding is that
cornified cells are always present in vaginal smears and failure of
reproduction happens prior to implantation [22,23]. VAD female rats
continue to ovulate and corpus luteum formation is either irregular or
at normal intervals; however, degenerated eggs are found and there is
no evidence that blastogenesis has taken place. These experimental
findings, may explain the course of our patient: when vitamin A was
supplemented, pregnancy occurred quickly. Moreover, studies in VAD
rats show that placental changes also occur and these may be
responsible for female infertility [5,19,21]. Microscopic examination of
these placentas revealed that sufficient dietary support with retinyl
acetate(RA) prevents these changes [5,7-11]
In our case, no miscarriage or biochemical pregnancy has been
reported (in order to think that placental deficiency may be a
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problem), as this is a viable ongoing pregnancy already reaching 28th
week of pregnancy.
A further possible explanation for the secondary infertility in the
woman of our study is a defective onset meiotic prophase in ovarian
germ cells. From what is already known, the germ cells of the embryos
most severely lacking vitamin A fail to enter meiosis, while it seems
that RA supplementation and sufficient vitamin A levels support
meiotic entry into meiosis I as presented in a number of studies [12,
20-25]. That may be an explanation for our case, as it explains both
latter infertility and former normal pregnancies achieved by the lady of
our study.

Conclusion
In summary, vitamin A is essential for normal female reproductive
function as well as for many embryonic events throughout pregnancy
and, finally, to a complete failure of reproduction prior to
implantation or abnormal fetal development. More studies need to be
organized in order to clarify cell types and molecular pathways that are
dependent on Vitamin A. However, if a woman with vitamin A
deficiency is seeking pregnancy, it seems a better solution to have its
vitamin A levels replenished and then starting active attempts to
become pregnant. For cases of vitamin A deficient women,
termination should not be considered, as replacing normal vitamin A
levels does not necessarily lead to hypervitaminosis and therefore
increased chances of congenital malformations.
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